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HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Feb 21
Huawei's #RuralStar helps people stay connected in a world where resources and infrastructure are limited. #TECH4ALL
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HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Feb 21
We all share one goal - a more secure network. Hear DonMorrissey explain the need to prioritize underserved regions in the US and find more cost-effective ways to secure networks. #TrustInTech tinyurl.com/uboj84e
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HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Feb 21
Say goodbye to boundaries. Take a look at the intersection of creativity and technology at the Huawei Product and Strategy Launch right here on February 24 at 10 am ET. #TogetherConnectingPossibilities tinyurl.com/ur9sp8
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HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Feb 21
Meet Chakib Achour, Huawei’s Head of Marketing & Business Consulting in Morocco. To Chakib, Huawei is much more than a job or a career -- it’s a way of life. #WeAreHuawei

Huawei: Who Are We? A Diverse Workforce
Huawei Morocco Head of Marketing & Business Consulting Chakib Achour was recently nominated as...
youtube.com

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Feb 21
Have questions about Huawei’s security practices and how we can keep data safe? Petr Mrkvica, Security Director at Huawei Prague, answers these questions with practical advice on #cybersecurity. Don’t miss it.
#WeAreHuawei

Huawei: Who Are We? Security Is His Middle Name
Meet Petr Mrkvica, Security Director at Huawei Prague. This also means that Petr is the go-to man for all ...
youtube.com

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA - Feb 21
Having trouble picking the right Huawei phone for you? Check out @androidcentral’s "Best Huawei Phones in 2020" list!

Best Huawei Phones in 2020
Huawei is the second-largest smartphone manufacturer in the world, and while it is currently embroiled in a U.S. trade ban, it is continuing to roll ...
androidcentral.com
It's up to us to protect the things we love.

Say goodbye to Wi-Fi blind spots. The AirEngine Wi-Fi 6, powered by Huawei 5G, keeps you connected wherever you are.

I believe that in trying to hurt China by hurting Huawei, the US is harming Americans more, threatening thousands of jobs and the strength of the US defense industrial base.

5G makes smartcities a reality and helps build a more sustainable world.
Good insights by @RT_com #FactsMatter

Here we go AGAIN: #Pelosi heads to #EU to 'protect' them from #Huawei

Go further together. Collaboration is key to unlocking new innovation.
#TECH4ALL

TECH4ALL: Collaboration is the New Innovation
Collaboration is at the heart of formulating solutions for barriers to digital inclusion. No one can go it alone.
blog.huawei.com

Mustafa Can Akbas, Huawei's Chief Technical Advisor in Turkey, lives by the saying, "If at first you don't succeed, try, try, try again." #WeAreHuawei

Mustafa at Huawei Turkey believes that success is always achievable, so whenever he fails, he continues... youtube.com
Huawei USA
February 21 at 10:22 AM

Say goodbye to boundaries. Take a look at the intersection of creativity and technology at the Huawei Product and Strategy Launch right here on February 24 at 10 am ET. #TogetherConnectingPossibilities
https://tinyurl.com/urf9sp8

Huawei USA
February 21 at 2:30 PM

We are headed to #RSA2020 with #AndyPurdy to answer your questions about #supplychain risks. Find out more. https://tinyurl.com/vwenv55

How to Reduce Supply Chain Risk: Lessons from Efforts to Block Huawei Technologies USA

Andy Purdy, CSO Huawei
RSA CONFERENCE | FEBRUARY 26, 2020
With its sleek design, great camera and long battery life, no wonder Anton Nagy of Pockets Now calls #HuaweiNova5T "a flagship in disguise." Read on.